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 Overview of Process to date

 What’s Possible?

 Recap & Next Steps

Today’s Agenda





Overview to Date



Our Engagement

 Began work with Dalton Public Schools in Fall 2015 regarding a 

path forward for a new facility

 Conducted engagement audits with local stakeholders, DPS 

faculty and administrators, and community members to better 

understand Dalton and the last engagement effort

 Observed recurring themes and overlapping trends among a 

broad array of community efforts

 Explored potential opportunities with other organizations and 

institutions in Dalton for a vision bigger than DPS by itself





 We are committed to the goal of preserving the 

“Dalton Difference:”

 By seeking a smaller middle school, 

 And two smaller high schools,

 Which also incorporate the successful programs of 

Morris Innovative High School

Pillars of Success
The guiding principles and goals











Setting the Stage

Unanimous votes to move forward on all three 

boxes:

 Fact Finding: Agreeable terms on what 

the numbers are regarding merger, 

capacities, and debt limit

 Grand Partnership: Explore potential 

opportunities with others in Dalton for a 

vision bigger than DPS by itself

 Economic Climate: A vote on the climate 

of affordability for DPS, establishing 

context for possibility (~$50 million)





Fact Finding:
Legal Debt Margin





Fact Finding:
Enrollment Trends



Fact Finding:
Out of District Numbers



Setting the Stage:
Grand Partnership Question

 Regardless of price, location, or 

any other factors, is this board 

interested in pursuing a vision 

that links community needs for 

housing, redevelopment, and 

higher education with DPS?

 Or will this endeavor be solely 

the school system’s?





Partnership Discussions

 March 2016, hosted by 

Greater Dalton Chamber 

of Commerce

 April 2016, hosted by 

Dalton State College

 May 2016, hosted by 

Bridge Innovate and 

TechTown Foundation





Partnership Charrette

 In late August, LINK introduced 

partners DLR Group to explore 

potentials and possibilities in the 

framework of these ongoing 

discussions

 DLR listened objectively and 

compiled feedback into a 

conversation piece that summarizes 

the discussions and visualizes the 

ideas that were shared



What’s Possible?









Downtown Footprint



Next Steps



Next Steps

 Any additional feedback will 

be taken into an updated 

conversation piece

 The next steps for DPS are in 

Phase 2 of the critical 

pathway, focusing on logistics

 The next decision points will 

be capacity needs and 

location



Questions?


